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After having given my bag a system seed and accidentally naming him Glutton, he had become a Bag 

Mimic thing… and was very affectionate. The rest of the familiars quickly came to my side once they saw 

him, except Nephilim who was downstairs… I think she was about to bring my breakfast. 

 

"What with this guy anyways?! He's a mimic like you, Furoh?!" Asked Ignatius, patting the beast. 

 

"Excuse me Ignatius but I am a DEMON, not a monster." Furoh said. "This lil' guy over here is different, 

he is a Monster Mimic, completely different and unrelated! In fact they're much better at doing mimicry 

than the Demon Mimic Tribe. They are capable of shapeshifting into weapons, items, and all sorts of 

other things impossible for me." 

 

"Ain't that amazing?" Wondered Beelzebub. "So how about you turn into a bottle? Huh?" 

 

"B A A A R F! SLUUURP!" However, Glutton didn't understood a single thing, wrapping the small 

Beelzebub with his long tongue and swallowing him whole like a frog catching a fly. 

 

"GRUUAAAGH! LET ME GO! UAAGH!" 

 

We could hear his screams inside of Glutton's stomach. 

 

"W-Woah, so he can do that too, he felt like a frog just now." Laughed Curse. 

 

"Wait a second…" I said, suddenly rubbing my chin. "Does this means he can store living thins inside his 

stomach now?" 

 



"Not completely." Alice explained. "He does has a Dimensional Stomach, and can keep living beings 

inside of that, but the Inventory is a separate subspace so it is apart, and cannot store things there." 

 

"I see, so it can only store living beings in the messy slimy stomach." I nodded. 

 

"CAN SOMEONE TELL THIS THING TO FREE ME?!" 

 

Beelzebub continued screaming inside of Glutton's belly. 

 

"Just stay there for a while, you're honestly annoying." Curse said harshly. 

 

"H-Hey! How can you say that you bastard?!" Cried Beelzebub. "S-Sylphyyyy! Free me! SYLPHYYYYYY!" 

 

"Ugh, Glutton spit him out." I said. 

 

"BLEEERGH…" 

 

Glutton quickly spit out Beelzebub, covered on all sorts of slimy fluids. 

 

"Uuuggh… You damn bag! I'm going to fucking kill you!" Beelzebub said, attacking Glutton with his 

strongest magics. Projectiles of darkness and poison started falling over the bag, alongside chains of 

venom and all sorts of other things. 

 

But Glutton was completely unfazed, devouring everything and looking completely pristine. 

 

"He has like five thousand Health Points so you're not getting into him any time soon, he's a big and fat 

tank." I laughed. 

 

"Uuugggh…" Beelzebub gritted his mandibles. 

 



"So anyways, time to evolve everyone." I said with a smile. "Now I am feeling with all the energy to do 

this very annoying thing. BUT! Ignatius is not going first." 

 

"WHAT?! I am always the first one!" Ignatius cried. 

 

"Foo?" Naturia wondered, sitting over my head. 

 

"Not you either, Naturia. I want to see Scarlet and Sapphire's evolutions first." I said, quickly bringing the 

two with me. "Let's see… Scarlet, show me your evolution options!" 

 

Ding! 

 

[Showcasing Evolution Options for [Scarlet] 

 

 

 

[Blazing Demon Longsword] 

 

[Rank: C+] 

 

A longsword Demon Blade imbued with the powers of the infernal flames. It is capable of emanating 

Demonic Energy and hurt foes severely with it. It is also capable of unleashing storms of flames to attack 

many foes at once. 

 

Has a decent amount of evolution options. 

 

 

 

[Phantasmal Blaze Demon Knife] 

 



[Rank: C+] 

 

A sharp, black-colored knife imbued with phantasmal blazing demonic flames. The flames are cold and 

can directly dealt frost and fire damage simultaneously. Can weaken foes and target a foe's soul directly. 

Gains the ability to create poisons and curses to affect an enemy with a variety of status ailments. 

 

Has a small amount of evolution options. 

 

 

 

[Demonic Dragon Infernal Katana] 

 

[Rank: C+] 

 

A Katana, a long and thin blade that can easily slice through most things with utmost easiness, but 

incredibly fragile as a result. It is imbued with draconic and demonic powers, and can unleash infernal 

storms with each swing. However, its fragility makes it a weapon that needs to be mastered before 

being utilized to its full potential. 

 

Has a large quantity of evolution options. 

 

 

 

Reading those evolution options made me realize Scarlet had much more potential than I imagined. 

Although the first option seems the safest and the second evolution seems the most interesting, the 

third evolution seems ideal. And I don't really need to worry about fragility when the sword can self-

repair its own damage. 

 

Ding! 

 

[You've selected the [Demonic Dragon Infernal Katana] [Rank: C+] Evolution Option!] 

 



[Scarlet has started evolution!] 

 

FLAAASH! 

 

Scarlet floated in midair and began emanating a bright red aura of fiery flames all around her. they 

quickly started to change her entire body structure, transforming her into a long and sharp blade, with 

beautiful dragon decorations on her handle and several small red jewels added into the mix. 

 

Ding! 

 

[Scarlet] has successfully evolved into the [Demonic Dragon Infernal Katana] [Rank: C+]!] 

 

[Scarlet] Race has evolved to a [Lesser Demon Sword]!] 

 

[Scarlet] Stats have increased!] 

 

[Scarlet] has learned new Skills!] 

 

[The Accumulated EXP has been used to grant Additional Stat Points and Level Up Skills] 

 

 

 

 

[System Owner]: [Scarlet] 

 

[Race]: [Lesser Demon Sword] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 



[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Demonic Dragon Infernal Katana] 

 

[HP]: [1265/1265] 

 

[MP]: [980/980] 

 

[Strength]: [1690] 

 

[Defense]: [985] 

 

[Magic]: [1285] 

 

[Resistance]: [785] 

 

[Agility]: [1275] 

 

[Luck]: [220] 

 

[Charm]: [250] 

 

[Skills]: [Living Sword: Lv4] [Elemental Absorption: Lv4] [Material Assimilation: Lv3] [Aura Blade Slash: 

Lv4] [Blazing Sword: Lv4] [Demonic Aura: Lv3] [Stone Breaker: Lv3] [Lightning Blade: Lv4] [Sea Blade: 

Lv3] [Dragon Fang: Lv3] [Demonic Katana Infernal Dance: Lv1] [Fragile Yet Lethal: Lv1] [Superior 

Japanese Katana: Lv1] 

 

 

 



Ooh, there we go! She got three new Skills and they're quite… interesting? The first new skill is an 

offensive one, and the other two are passive ones, they seem to enhance Agility and Strength in 

exchange for Durability and Defenses. 

 

"You've become quite prettier as well, I guess the 250 Charm is not for nothing." I said, admiring my 

sword having evolved so magically. 

 

"Well, thanks for the compliment, Master." 

 

And then, Scarlet spoke… 
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Ding! 

 

[Scarlet] has successfully evolved into the [Demonic Dragon Infernal Katana] [Rank: C+]!] 

 

[Scarlet] Race has evolved to a [Lesser Demon Sword]!] 

 

[Scarlet] Stats have increased!] 

 

[Scarlet] has learned new Skills!] 

 

[The Accumulated EXP has been used to grant Additional Stat Points and Level Up Skills] 

 

 

 

<Status System> 



 

[System Owner]: [Scarlet] 

 

[Race]: [Lesser Demon Sword] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Demonic Dragon Infernal Katana] 

 

[HP]: [1265/1265] 

 

[MP]: [980/980] 

 

[Strength]: [1690] 

 

[Defense]: [985] 

 

[Magic]: [1285] 

 

[Resistance]: [785] 

 

[Agility]: [1275] 

 

[Luck]: [220] 

 

[Charm]: [250] 

 



[Skills]: [Living Sword: Lv4] [Elemental Absorption: Lv4] [Material Assimilation: Lv3] [Aura Blade Slash: 

Lv4] [Blazing Sword: Lv4] [Demonic Aura: Lv3] [Stone Breaker: Lv3] [Lightning Blade: Lv4] [Sea Blade: 

Lv3] [Dragon Fang: Lv3] [Demonic Katana Infernal Dance: Lv1] [Fragile Yet Lethal: Lv1] [Superior 

Japanese Katana: Lv1] 

 

 

 

It seems that Scarlet not only got pretty strong out of this Evolution, but also the Accumulated EXP she 

had already wasn't given into more levels, but she was granted Bonus Stat Points and Skill Levels! I guess 

this only applies with old Skills? Also, additional stat points is better than more levels because she can 

get even more stats after leveling. 

 

"You've become quite prettier as well, I guess the 250 Charm is not for nothing." I said, admiring my 

sword having evolved so magically. 

 

"Well thanks for the compliment, Master." 

 

And then, Scarlet spoke… 

 

It surprised me a bit, but I was already seeing this coming from a while away, I guess. 

 

"Y-You can speak?!" Beelzebub was more terrified than anybody here. 

 

"T-The sword Sylphy has carried for so long can finally talk…" Ignatius was surprised. "Wait, isn't this 

sword also made using my materials?" 

 

"Well yes, I have a bit of everybody within me." Said Scarlet. "From Ignatius Fangs that made up the 

sharpness of my blade, from Beelzebub's Magic Crystal Core which granted me Dark Flames, and I am 

fairly sure I have Demon Materials too, from a still resting Spirit that has yet to awaken." 

 

"Y-You seem to know your stuff." I laughed a bit. "Well, nice to have you with us! You seem like the 

intellectual type, never expected that from a sword." 

 



"Well I am quite versed in many things because I've spent so much time at your side, Sylphy." She said. 

"I am finally I can speak at long last, my dear owner." 

 

"Aww, you're a sweetheart." I giggled. 

 

"More importantly, perhaps you should evolve that rude shield. A more appealing appearance could suit 

her horrid personality." Scarlet said. 

 

Suddenly, the Coral Shield Sapphire, began to glow angrily, sending sparks of electricity at Scarlet… 

 

"H-Hey, don't fight now! Okay, okay, I'll evolve you now, Sapphire." I sighed. 

 

"That sword sure knows how to talk; I better not mess up with her. Intellectual types are dangerous…" 

Furoh said. 

 

"You're a coward Furoh! She's just a damn sword. In fact, she should treat me like her creator because 

she used my materials to be born." Ignatius said. "Oi, show your respects to me!" 

 

Scarlet gave a deadly glare back at Ignatius. 

 

"If you want respect I could pierce your head with my blade. How about that respect?" Wondered 

Scarlet with a dignified voice. 

 

"W-What?! You're too rude for being a sword!" Ignatius only made more enemies than new friends. He 

was terrible at socializing. 

 

Ding! 

 

[Showcasing Evolution Options for [Sapphire] 

 

 



 

[King Coral Golem's Shield] 

 

[Rank: C+] 

 

An upgrade of the Coral Golem Shield that packs even more defenses and the ability to now summon a 

second Coral Golem. The Coral Golems are stronger as well as being able to conjure Water Magic 

proficiently. It has high defenses against physical attacks and decent defenses against water attribute 

and earth attribute. However, it is too heavy. 

 

Has a small quantity of evolution options. 

 

 

 

[Lightning Eel King's Thunderous Shield] 

 

[Rank: C+] 

 

A beautiful golden shield made using the teeth and scales of thunderous eel kings. It can easily 

withstand Lightning Attribute Attacks and Water Attribute, and it has the innate ability to counter every 

attack with Thunderous Shocks, while strengthening the wielder's Thunder Magic Power. However, it 

doesn't have as much defense as other shields. 

 

It has a decent amount of evolution options. 

 

 

 

[Sea Dragon's Oceanic Shield] 

 

[Rank: C+] 

 



A wonderful shield made using the divine scales of a Sea Dragon. It contains the Sea Dragon's Soul and 

can channel it to summon a Sea Dragon Phantom to counter blows of any element, magical or physical. 

It is lightweight yet amazingly resistant to attacks, especially physical due to using scales from a dragon. 

Additionally, it can unleash an intimidating aura that will make monsters feel fear, lowering their stats. 

 

It has a wide amount of evolution options. 

 

 

 

The three evolution options all seemed tempting, though a stronger coral golem shield was too boring. 

It was either the thunder shield or the sea dragon shield, and the later was just way too amazing to miss. 

I think the evolution options depends in the materials I feed the weapons with, I gave Sapphire sea 

dragon scales. 

 

Ding! 

 

[You've selected the [Sea Dragon's Oceanic Shield] [Rank: C+] Evolution Option!] 

 

[Sapphire] has started evolution!] 

 

[Sapphire] has successfully evolved into the [Sea Dragon's Oceanic Shield] [Rank: C+]!] 

 

[Sapphire] Race has evolved to a [Lesser Dragon Shield]!] 

 

[Sapphire] Stats have increased!] 

 

[Sapphire] has learned new Skills!] 

 

[The Accumulated EXP has been used to grant Additional Stat Points and Level Up Skills] 

 

 



 

 

[System Owner]: [Sapphire] 

 

[Race]: [Lesser Dragon Shield] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Sea Dragon's Oceanic Shield] 

 

[HP]: [3070/3070] 

 

[MP]: [975/975] 

 

[Strength]: [660] 

 

[Defense]: [2315] 

 

[Magic]: [700] 

 

[Resistance]: [1860] 

 

[Agility]: [385] 

 

[Luck]: [205] 

 

[Charm]: [850] 



 

[Skills]: [Living Shield: Lv4] [Material Assimilation: Lv3] [Iron Defenses: Lv4] [Ice Golem Guardian: Lv3] 

[Water Absorption: Lv4] [Elemental Damage Resistance: Lv3] [Restoration: Lv3] [Flame Shield: Lv3] [Sea 

Dragon Protection: Lv3] [Sea Dragon Scales: Lv1] [Dragon's Intimidation: Lv1] [Sea Dragon Soul Summon: 

Lv1] 

 

 

 

Sapphire's appearance changed in a flash, resembling a beautiful shield made of Sea Dragon Scales, 

something that would probably sell for millions of Gold Coins. And her amazing new skills were also 

great, some old ones even evolved! 

 

"What did you said about my attitude, you stupid sword?!" 

 

And yeah, she could talk too… 
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Sapphire seemed to have a rather hardy personality, and immediately barked back at Scarlet the 

moment she was able to speak. The two then began fighting, floating in midair and striking at one 

another for a while. 

 

"S-Shouldn't you stop them?" Wondered Alice. 

 

"Hah, nah, that'll help them level up Skills much easier." I sighed. "So anyways guys, time to evolve the 

rest of you! We'll go through each of your best evolutions I can find from within the options." 

 

I wanted to hurry up this process so it wouldn't last forever, so I quickly began checking on everyone's 

evolution options, thinking for a few minutes and selecting them one after the other. Beelzebub's 

evolution was especially funny. 



 

"A-Aaaah! Mama! Big… me!" 

 

One of today's beautiful surprises was Naturia finally being able to speak. I was shocked just as everyone 

else. For some reason her growth had been very slow in terms of mentality, but after evolving into a 

Magical Spirit Tree, she was finally able to talk. Although she speaks very adorably, like a little baby girl, 

and she treats me as her "mama". 

 

 

 

<Status System> 

 

[System Owner]: [Naturia] 

 

[Race]: [True Nature Spirit] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Magical Spirit Tree] 

 

[HP]: [1665/1665] 

 

[MP]: [2375/2375] 

 

[Strength]: [367] 

 

[Defense]: [720] 

 



[Magic]: [2350] 

 

[Resistance]: [1810] 

 

[Agility]: [705] 

 

[Luck]: [520] 

 

[Charm]: [1000] 

 

[Skills]: [Photosynthesis: Lv9] [Seed Bullet: Lv8] [Nature's Healing: Lv8] [Entangling Vines: Lv7] [Leaf Of 

Life: Lv7] [Mana Fruit: Lv4] [Spiritual Healing Aura: Lv4] [Life Enhancement: Lv4] [Nature's Rage: Lv1] 

[Forest Spirit Domain: Lv1] [Spiritual Buds: Lv1] 

 

 

 

She became a full-fledged tree spirit, which means she looks even more "mature" and her shape has 

now changed, making her resemble a young girl in her teens, completely made out of wood and with 

leaves and flowers for hair. Her three new Skills are good, the first one allows for an all-out-attack using 

her surrounding nature, the second generates a domain of forests with her which can heal and protect 

allies, and the last one lets her create tiny nature spirits to assist her, which fade away afterwards. 

Overall, she's becoming an incredibly solid ally. 

 

"Yes dear, you've become very big and beautiful." I praised her, giving her head pats, she hugged me 

tightly and rubbed her face on my belly. 

 

"W-Why the heck am I like this?! I wasn't supposed to look like this!" Beelzebub began to cry. 

 

 

 

<Status System> 

 



[System Owner]: [Beelzebub] 

 

[Race]: [Abyssal Poison Insect Spirit] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Venomous Dark Ghost Butterfly] 

 

[HP]: [1150/1150] 

 

[MP]: [950/950] 

 

[Strength]: [780] 

 

[Defense]: [650] 

 

[Magic]: [2250] 

 

[Resistance]: [780] 

 

[Agility]: [2080] 

 

[Luck]: [500] 

 

[Charm]: [350] 

 



[Skills]: [Aura of Pestilence: Lv7] [Poison Creation: Lv7] [Shadow Thread: Lv6] [Demon Lord Authority: 

Lv6] [Roll: Lv4] [Venomous Cocoon Armor: Lv4] [Poison Bullet: Lv4] [Destructive Jaws: Lv4] [Paralyzing 

Wing Scales: Lv1] [Venomous Domain: Lv1] [High-Speed Flight: Lv1] 

 

 

 

He became a beautiful butterfly. His body was black colored and his eyes were big and red. His wings 

were purple, with two big red eyes as decorations to scare off enemies. 

 

Beelzebub looked no longer disgusting, but fabulous. His newest Skills were rather self-explanatory, but 

the first one generated paralyzing scales, the second a domain of venoms to trap and kill foes, and the 

last enhanced his flying speed to insanely super sonic levels. 

 

"What do you mean? That look suits you!" Ignatius laughed. 

 

"Shut the fuck up you damn lizard!!!" Beelzebub couldn't take it anymore. 

 

 

 

<Status System> 

 

[System Owner]: [Ignatius the Red] 

 

[Race]: [True Fire Dragon Spirit] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Juvenile Volcanic Flare Dragon] 



 

[HP]: [2515/2515] 

 

[MP]: [920/920] 

 

[Strength]: [2450] 

 

[Defense]: [1470] 

 

[Magic]: [1280] 

 

[Resistance]: [1065] 

 

[Agility]: [1245] 

 

[Luck]: [450] 

 

[Charm]: [700] 

 

[Skills]: [Eggshell: Lv10] [Dragon King's Son: Lv8] [Juvenile Dragon Breath: Lv9] [Roll: Lv8] [Dragon Scales: 

Lv8] [Dragon Claws: Lv8] [Fire Absorption: Lv10] [Physical Damage Resistance: Lv6] [Magic Damage 

Resistance: Lv5] [Intimidation: Lv4] [Furious Dragon Bite: Lv4] [Blazing Dragon Domain: Lv1] [Grand Flare 

Explosion: Lv1] [Volcanic Wrath: Lv1] 

 

 

 

Meanwhile, Ignatius changed a little bit. He now had black scales over his body, which was now finally 

taller than me. At his full size, he was around two meters big, with big claws that could blow the entire 

walls with a single slash. 

 



His horns grew longer and now were permanently on flames, and behind his back there were orifices 

resembling small volcanoes, which could produce pipping hot magma to unleash his [Volcanic Wrath] 

Skill. 

 

The other two skills were rather self-explanatory, a domain of flames to trap foes and give him an 

advantage, and the second one being an ultimate "fuck everything and everyone" fire magic spell. 

 

"Will you guys cut it off already? Honestly you're always fighting…" Furoh sighed. 

 

 

 

<Status System> 

 

[System Owner]: [Furoh] 

 

[Race]: [Greater Mimic Demon] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Master Shapeshifter] 

 

[HP]: [2500/2500] 

 

[MP]: [1260/1260] 

 

[Strength]: [1900] 

 

[Defense]: [880] 



 

[Magic]: [1770] 

 

[Resistance]: [840] 

 

[Agility]: [1450] 

 

[Luck]: [250] 

 

[Charm]: [300] 

 

[Skills]: [Mimicry: Lv10] [Body Shapeshifting: Lv10] [Gluttony: Lv7] [Shadow Blast: Lv7] [Stealth: Lv4] 

[Illusion: Lv4] [Deception: Lv4] [Masterful Imitation: Lv1] [Devouring Assimilation: Lv1] [Mirage: Lv1] 

 

 

 

Meanwhile, Furoh had reached the stage where his true form was already completely 

incomprehensible. When he just evolved he resembled… well, a mix of everything. He quickly took the 

form of an adorable Fenrir wolf, so it was hard for me to see what the heck he had turned into, sadly. 

 

His new Skills were rather good, enhancing his ability to mimic the powers of what he shapeshifts into, 

alongside being able to better mimic something he devours, and also giving him the power to create 

mirages alongside illusions. 

 

"Hmph, well, they've always been an annoying bunch." Curse sighed. "It is funny that we're the calm 

ones here." 

 

"You two get along surprisingly well." I laughed. 

 

"Well, for being my former curse, he's quite polite." Furoh said. 

 



"Oh~? Then would you let me become your curse again? I miss that comfortable soul I liked to 

parasitize…" Laughed Curse rather evilly. 

 

"Ugh, please no…" Furoh sighed. 

 

 

 

<Status System> 

 

[System Owner]: [Curse] 

 

[Race]: [Greater Ancient Curse Spirit] 

 

[Rank]: [C+] 

 

[Level]: [0/50] 

 

[Class]: [Abyssal Devouring Curse] 

 

[HP]: [520/520] 

 

[MP]: [1550/1550] 

 

[Strength]: [400] 

 

[Defense]: [510] 

 

[Magic]: [2470] 

 



[Resistance]: [1650] 

 

[Agility]: [880] 

 

[Luck]: [250] 

 

[Charm]: [200] 

 

[Skills]: [Devourer of Darkness: Lv7] [Ancient Curse: Lv7] [Demon King's Will: Lv7] [Black Chains: Lv7] 

[Abyssal Energy Manipulation: Lv4] [Abyssal Cursed Tentacles: Lv4] [Shadow Beam: Lv4] [Soul Parasite: 

Lv1] [Spirit Drain: Lv1] [Prolonged Suffering: Lv1] 

 

 

 

After Curse's evolution, strangely enough, "his" appearance changed, now gaining a rather asexual 

humanoid form, almost at the same size as mine. Though his personality was rather feminine, so "he" 

might be a "she" though he said he doesn't care about genders, so he doesn't mind being called any of 

the two, or none. 

 

Curse's three new Skills enhanced his ability to be a pain in the ass to the enemy. Soul Parasite allowed 

her to parasitize souls and Spirit Drain goes together with that, draining both HP and MP from a parasite 

foe. The last Skill enhances the durability of all Curses. 

 

With all of them evolved and with this whole ordeal done with, the only thing to do now was to get 

working! 

 

Before starting my day fully and do some other extra quests, there was one, rather important quest, I 

wanted to get quickly done this morning. 

 

Ding! 

 

[New [Special Quest]: [Gift Aquarina a [Sea Dragon Elixir] of A Grade at minimum!] 
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Before starting my day fully and do some other extra quests, there was one, rather important quest, I 

wanted to get quickly done this morning. 

 

Ding! 

 

[New [Special Quest]: [Gift Aquarina a [Sea Dragon Elixir] of A Grade at minimum!] 

 

[You've noticed that Aquarina's Water and Ice Magic hasn't been improving as much as her Abyssal 

Embodiment, a dangerous power she shouldn't abuse and use all the time. So how about giving her a 

nice and delicious elixir to boost that magic of hers to a whole new level? On the way, she could even 

awaken some new power! Don't worry, acts of selflessness are always well rewarded.] 

 

[Completion Rewards: [500000 EXP] [250000 Shared EXP] [Fire Dragon Flower (C Grade)] x4 [Volcanic 

Dragon Flower (A Grade)] x6 [???] x1] 

 

[Time Limit: 2 Days, 10 Hours] 

 

Aquarina and the rest of my friends usually visit me daily, so they should already be on their way to my 

house. I better hurry. To make this Elixir, I just have to mix the Elixir base I created as the first Elixir to 

heal Saphaley's wounds, and then add the six [Sea Dragon Flower (A Grade)] and the four [Water Dragon 

Flower (C Grade)]! 

 

I quickly began mixing the materials. I added the Elixir first as the base, which began boiling rapidly. 

Then added a handful of Delphiro Herb for healing properties and then Sapphire Herb for enhancement 

of water and ice attributes. Lastly, I added a bit of dust made out of the crystal-like Water Spring Spirit 

Tree, for even more water attribute. 

 

FRRSSHHHH! 



 

As the ingredients started to boil and then mix as I used Synthesis and Extraction, I quickly threw the 

Dragon Flowers one by one, starting from the lowest grade ones to the highest grade while I actively 

conjured [Synthesis]. 

 

"[Synthesis]!" 

 

FLAAAAAAAASH! 

 

A bright blue light emerged from the Alchemy Cauldron, as a powerful blue aura of Ice and Water 

erupted from within, something I had not seen before at all! 

 

"ROOOOAAAARR!" 

 

The Ice and Water Auras merged together into the shape of a ferocious Sea Snake Dragon! What in the 

world?! This is the first time this happens. 

 

But I've heard about it from mom. When one uses extremely high quality materials which contains 

"wills" of their own, "Alchemy Spirits" may emerge. They're the embodiment of the materials, who try 

to fight the alchemist and stop the creation of certain items. 

 

However, when they're defeated and put back into the Cauldron, they mix into the creation and make it 

of even higher quality. 

 

"SHAAAAAH!" 

 

The Giant Sea Dragon Alchemy Spirit roared furiously, opening its jaws and unleashing a devastating Ice 

Breath against me! 

 

"Ignatius!" 

 

"On it!" 



 

Ignatius materialized in front of me, swinging his dragon claws upwards, covered on flames and then 

slicing apart the icy breath of our opponent. 

 

SLAAAAASH! 

 

"S-SHAAAHHH…!" 

 

The Sea Dragon Alchemy Spirit attacked back, swinging his tail rapidly and angrily at us, generating 

waves of water and ice. 

 

SPLAAASH! BOOOM! 

 

However, I quickly unsheathed Scarlet and activated her Thunder Blade Skill, swinging the tip of the 

blade against the ferocious Sea Dragon Alchemy Spirit before it could make more disasters in my room. 

 

SLAAASH! SLAAASH! 

 

CRAAAASH! 

 

The lightning was more than enough to almost neutralize the monster, as the beast began squirming 

around while being inside the alchemy cauldron, I called my other spirits and then we ganged on it with 

all our attacks, as many as possible, until the Sea Dragon Alchemy Spirit couldn't take any more, falling 

inside the cauldron. 

 

SPLASH! 

 

"Now… [SYNTHESIS]!" 

 

FLAAAASH! 

 



All materials converged together perfectly, and what came from it was a beautiful blue liquid emanating 

the power of the sea dragon itself. It was so bright and powerful it surprised me. I quickly filled a bottle 

with all of it, the Elixir was more than complete, it was perfected! 

 

Ding! 

 

[You've synthetized the [Divine Sea Dragon Elixir (A+++ Grade)] x1!] 

 

[You've earned 12500 Alchemy proficiency] 

 

[The Level of the [Crafting: Lv1] Skill has increased to Level 3!] 

 

It was done! And not only that, this confirmed I can also earn Skill Proficiency for Crafting by doing 

Alchemy, though the total amount is halved from how it would had been originally? I am fairly sure this 

item would had at least given me 25k Proficiency. 

 

Oh well, it is better than nothing. This also assures me that while I do Alchemy I can still farm the Skills 

that emerge out of this Skill's Skill Tree, this is rather convenient. 

 

BAAAM! 

 

Suddenly, the door to my room was opened by Nephilim, who seemed dead worried about what was 

happening in here. She seemed surprised she found the entire room covered in water and ice. 

 

"What happened here, young lady?" She wondered. Nephilim looked around the room dumbfounded. 

 

"Err, well, I was crafting something using Alchemy and then… An Alchemy Spirit showed up." I sighed. 

"Well, now that's all in the past, it was defeated and we made the Elixir I wanted!" 

 

"I-I see… Let me clean this room for you, also here's your breakfast. This time I didn't eat it." Nephilim 

seemed to say those words as if I had to praise her for not eating my food. 

 



"Well done." I said, giving her a head pat. "Also, meet our new friend." 

 

"BAARF!" 

 

The little Glutton jumped over Nephilim, beginning to lick her entire face. Unlike my own reaction to his 

affection, Nephilim was completely unfazed, looking at the living bag with a bit of surprise, barely visible 

in her face. 

 

"I see, you've given a soul to the Dimensional Bag." Nephilim was surprised. "Though wouldn't this be a 

bit hard to explain to your friends?" 

 

"Nah, I'll just tell it accidentally turned into some sort of… Living Bag. They have already seen my sword 

and shield transform and all." I said. "At this point even my parents are aware of my Special Abilities to 

transform souls into spirits, so this is not so far-fetched if I explain it as a part of that power." 

 

"Huh, the young lady seems rather cocky as always. Oh right, Aquarina and your friends are waiting you 

outside." Nephilim said. 

 

"I see! Then let's finish this breakfast and let's go see them." I said. 

 

 

Chapter 695 A Nice Morning 

 

 

"You're finally awake, were you having a good dream dear?" My mother wondered, greeting me with 

the rest of my family who were still having breakfast. 

 

"I was awake way earlier! I just was making some potions and just ate breakfast." I said while crossing 

my arms. 

 



"That's good to hear. Remember to not go into any adventure for now. Stay at the town helping people 

to complete your little task you have with your mom." My father reminded me while eating a slice of 

pizza. 

 

I quickly took one myself and sat down at the side of Zephy. 

 

"Hmph, I know! And I won't lose that either! You'll see." I said with a rather tired expression. 

 

It honestly felt like my parents loved to tease me about these things. 

 

"Good morning big sis." Zephy said, giving me a kiss in my cheek. 

 

"Good morning Zephy, did you slept well?" I wondered. 

 

"Nn! I am ready for some adventure now!" He said. 

 

"No! No adventures." My mother crossed her arms. "You've had enough, Zephy. For now you should 

focus on our magic classes." 

 

"Eeeeh? But big sis doesn't have those!" Zephy complained. 

 

"Well but I did had them, for several years since I was like two years of age." I sighed. "It just now that 

I've been freed from most classes, mostly because they say they don't know what else to teach me." 

 

"I mean, I could teach you more but your abilities are so over the top that we believe your talent 

blossoms faster when you develop it by yourself." My mother said. "Though, I suppose you have not 

been slacking on reading the magic books, isn't it?" 

 

"I've been reading them almost every night. It's the reason why I've learned so many useful spells. 

Though the strongest spells and techniques I can conjure are my own unique ones." I giggled. 

 



"Good girl." My mother nodded. "See? Your sister is very responsible in her studies, dear." 

 

"Ugh…" Zephy sighed while feeling slightly tired. 

 

"Well! It's not like you don't enjoy your swordsmanship classes, don't you?" My father said. 

 

"I do! They're WAY more fun." Said Zephy while smiling. 

 

"That's mostly because it is the brutish act of swinging a sword around." My mother sighed while 

crossing her arms. "Nonetheless, because your grandma is coming in two days from now, we won't have 

much time for classes, so you can go around with your sister and her friends if you want to, dear." 

 

"Really?!" Zephy got all excited. "Big sis! We can go on an adventure!" 

 

"Yeah!" I said, although I was expecting not to have to babysit him today as well, but it's quite clear my 

parents are throwing me that responsibility so they can focus on their jobs. 

 

As the big sister of the family, I have to take responsibility too, I am like the third parent of my little 

brother, so… I just can't really say that I don't want him with us, even less when he'll get all upset. 

 

"Don't worry, Lady Faylen, I can also take care of Zephy." Nephilim said. 

 

"Ah, right." Said my mother. 

 

"Wait, noooo! I wanna go with big shister!" Zephy began having a tantrum. 

 

"Fine, fine." I sighed. "Nephilim, I'll still be counting on you to watch his back for me." 

 

"Very well." Nephi nodded. 

 



"BAAARF! SLUURP…" 

 

Meanwhile, Glutton was being feed food from the kitchen's cooks, which were all finding him quite 

adorable. 

 

"Now, Sylphy can you explain what happened to my SSS Grade Dimensional Bag?" Asked my mom. 

 

"Ahahah… Well, something similar to my sword and my shield." I said, showing them to my family. 

 

"I-Impressive! Your sword transformed?! It is still the same but I can sense some sort of powerful, living 

aura…" My father was flabbergasted. "Don't tell me you somehow managed to turn your sword into a 

Living Weapon?!" 

 

"Something like that." I said. "It happened in the dungeon's battle. You know how my powers can even 

create Spirits off souls and stuff, right? It seems that this magic evolved and allowed my weapons to turn 

into something like Living Weapons… They can even grow stronger by absorbing materials. The same 

happened to Glutton who was involved in the whole ordeal too." 

 

"So you've named my magic dimensional bag into Glutton?!" Asked my mom. "And… Sigh… We've 

known about your amazing Unique Abilities for ages now but this is beyond my expectations. You can 

now even turn inanimate objects into monsters!" 

 

My mother didn't take it as nicely as I imagined. 

 

"I-I'm sorry, I promise it won't happen again…" I sighed. 

 

"Mom don't be harsh! Sylphy's powers are awesome…" Zephy said angrily. 

 

"Yeah! They're incredible. I've only seen such power from incredibly high ranked Blacksmiths, who are 

often named Godsmiths." Said my father. "Sylphy probably has an amazing talent for the creation of 

magic items as well." 

 



"Y-Yes, I know… I am actually not angry over her talents, but I am just… worried." My mother sighed. 

"Dear, please try to not turn other things into monsters. Have you thought about having some sort of 

classes with me? Perhaps we can slowly learn about your powers if you allow me to analyze them." 

 

"Nah, don't worry mom, I got this." I said with a smile. "I beat a Pseudo Demon General and even that 

Divine Dragon with the Goddesses wills on it. Don't you think I am a bit more capable? Trust me. I am 

slowly learning and once I figure it out some more, I think I could help out everyone at improving their 

daily lives." 

 

My mother looked into my eyes surprised, she had changed more than I expected through these years, 

and she was also learning to trust me. 

 

"Fine… I'll trust you." She nodded. "Now, go help these people in the list. So you can further prove to me 

you're a competent daughter." 

 

"I will." I said with a nod. "Let's go Zephy!" 

 

"Eh?! A-Alright!" Zephy quickly brought his little bag with books, and his sheathed sword and followed 

me from behind. 

 

 

Chapter 696 Aquarina’s New Powers 

 

 

While Sylphy went off with her friends to solve more quests and aid the people of the town, her mother 

and her father continued talking about their children's abilities. They knew that in this world, there were 

also powers beyond just simple spells and magic. 

 

Unique Abilities which often depended on bloodlines, or that developed completely out of nowhere as a 

"mutation" of conventional magic unique to a person. And the Abilities of Sylphy in specific were simply 

incredible. 

 



"I am sure of it, aside from a Sorceress, Sylphy might even be… A [Life Bestower], those Legendary 

Magicians of old capable of granting life to inanimate objects and allowing these items to evolve and 

grow stronger." Faylen said. "I can't help but feel a bit worried though, many people would try to take 

advantage of such powers…" 

 

"Such as your father." Allan sighed. 

 

"Yeah… If he were to learn about Sylphy's Unique Abilities… He would most likely try to get ahold of her 

and force her to create living items to reinforce the army's strength or even more, attempt to take over 

the nearby nations…" Sighed Faylen. 

 

"The powers she possess could change the entire world if they fall in the wrong hands. Luckily, Sylphy 

seems as purehearted as I've always remembered her. I guess we've done a decent job at raising her to 

be a good girl." Allan felt slightly proud of his daughter. 

 

"She is not exactly the purest lady out there but she is indeed a good girl." Faylen nodded. "She has also 

grown quite sharp, although a bit reckless, she's very smart. She has probably thought about this a lot of 

times before addressing it with us. Though…" 

 

"Though?" Allan wondered. 

 

"My bag…" Faylen facepalmed. "I really loved that bag and she just… turned it into a disgusting 

monster." 

 

"Ahahaha, come on. Glutton was kind of cute." Allan laughed. 

 

"Well, I gifted that bag to her so there's no going back now…" Faylen said. 

 

. 

 

. 

 



. 

 

(Sylphy's POV) 

 

After having finished my talk with my parents, I quickly walked to the garden and found my friends 

around there. Zack and Aquarina were sparring while waiting for me to get out. The two were almost 

evenly matched, though I could feel both were holding back their strength quite a lot. 

 

C L A S H! C L A S H! C L A S H! 

 

Zack's practice axe was hitting Aquarina constantly, his movements were much more refined and 

intense than before. His whole physique had underwent a whole change and he was only going to get 

beefier as he grew up. 

 

However, Aquarina still had an upper hand in agility and accuracy, and her blows were fast and precise, 

hitting all the joints and quickly pushing Zack to step back. 

 

"What's wrong, done already?" Wondered Aquarina while giggling. 

 

"I'm not done! Let's go for round two!" Zack quickly got himself up back again. 

 

"Hey you two, will you stop fighting in the middle of my house's garden?" I asked, sighing a bit. 

 

"Ah, you're finally here." Celeste yawned; she was reading a magic book. "These two had been sparring 

for a while now. Were they like this since they were babies?" 

 

"More or less, though I also participated in these sparring battles as well." I said. 

 

Aquarina suddenly jumped over me and hugged me, giving me a kiss in my cheek. 

 

"Good morning~" She said with a giggle. 



 

"D-Do you have to jump over me all the time?" I sighed. "I thought you would get tired of that 

eventually." 

 

"Nah~" Aquarina said mischievously. 

 

"So where are we going today Sylphy?" Mist wondered. "Oh! Is Zephy coming over too?" 

 

"Yep, he's coming over with us once more." I sighed. "Well, today we won't go do anything dangerous. 

We just need to complete a few tasks." 

 

"Oooh, sounds like fun." Said Celica. "I wonder if there could be a sewing task! Or a making clothing 

task!" 

 

"I don't know, but if that happens I'll make sure to ask for your help Celica." I said, giving her a head pat. 

 

"More importantly… Here." I gave Aquarina the Dragon Elixir. 

 

"Huh? W-What is this? An Elixir? And it's glowing so brightly with magic essence…" Aquarina said in 

surprise. 

 

"It's a special Elixir I made extracting the Sea Dragon's Blood and other materials." I said, lying a little bit. 

"I made it for you because I know it could help you develop your water and ice magic better, I think it 

could even strengthen your spirits." 

 

"E-Eh?! Is there such a good elixir out there?" Aquarina felt perplexed. "Is this really okay? To give it to 

me…?" 

 

"Sure, it's all yours!" I said with a smile. 

 

"S-Sylphy…" Aquarina felt like she was about to cry. Is she serious right now?! 



 

"J-Just drink it! No need to get so emotional, it is a tiny gift." I said with a smile. 

 

"A-Alright! Okay…" Aquarina nodded. "I know you want me to grow stronger so I can protect you, I'll 

make sure to do so!" 

 

It wasn't exactly to protect me, I just want her to grow stronger so she can protect herself? Well, not like 

I won't watch her back. But there might be times when we might not be together. 

 

"It is more so you grow stronger for yourself." I giggled a bit. 

 

"You don't need to be humble Sylphy." Aquarina said. "I'll always protect you! What happened in that 

dungeon… I won't let it happen again." 

 

She quickly began drinking the elixir without stopping. Her entire body started overflowing with a 

powerful divine aura for a few seconds. The power of the sea dragon flowers quickly began boosting her 

strength tremendously. 

 

"Oooh, w-what is this power?! It is a bit too much!" Aquarina panicked a bit. "My Physique is evolving?! 

Uwaaah! S-Scales?!" 

 

Aquarina suddenly panicked, going back from her gallant self to her usual self. 

 

"It seems that it worked as intended!" I said with a smile. 

 

"As intended?! Did you wanted her to turn into a lizard?!" Celeste asked. 

 

 

Chapter 697 Quest Complete 

 

 



"No, I am not a lizard… Now I get it. This power swelling in my heart. I've awakened something similar to 

Sylphy's dragon powers! But while hers are fire and light, mine are like water and ice. We complement 

each other so well, hehehe~" Aquarina began celebrating. 

 

She quickly figured out her new "Draconification" ability, it is more like she gained a Dragon Heart of her 

own now. She had a similar cooldown as well, although she easily figured out how to separately create 

dragon scales, dragon claws, a tail, and even horns and dragon eyes. 

 

Aquarina was going a bit crazy over her massive power boost, she was now swinging around her long tail 

and sometimes just firing a cold breath from her mouth while giving me kisses. She was honestly cute in 

her half-dragon form, though overusing it exhausted her and she stopped it altogether as we made our 

way out of my house's garden. 

 

"That's just amazing! Can't you make another of those Elixirs for the rest of us?" Zack wondered. 

 

"E-Errr, I don't know about that, that one was a one-time-only!" I said with a smile. 

 

"Yeah, its obvious she made it for her lovey-dovey." Said Mist while giggling. 

 

"I wonder if Mister Teddy could turn into a dragon… No wait, what about a Mister Dragon fluff?!" Celica 

seemed to have had some sort of revelation. 

 

"Aw man, I also want to turn into a dragon…" Zack sighed. 

 

"Well I can make you a potion!" Mist said. "I am learning Alchemy so I'll get to it." 

 

"You're indeed talented at alchemy but… I… don't think you could… dot that, Mist." Zack said. 

 

"Eeeh? I-I'll show you!" Mist got slightly angry. 

 

"Come on now, kids, no need to fight now, even less between two love birds like you two." Celeste said. 

"Let's just get over it, Sylphy's rich enough to give her girlfriend stuff like this." 



 

"E-Eh? S-Sure, yeah…" I said, looking elsewhere. I decided to just not adress the situation more because 

this elixir cannot really be replicated unless I get more of these system-only items. 

 

Ding! 

 

[You Have Completed the [Special Quest]: [Gift Aquarina a [Sea Dragon Elixir] of A Grade at minimum!] 

 

[Not only you've made an amazing new Elixir, but you've even gifted it to her and made her awaken her 

own Dragon Heart. That's not everything, Aquarina's innate potential has now been greatly increased, 

and your girlfriend might end up becoming even more of a fierce dragoness in the future… Be prepared 

when you grow up, she won't let you off so easily in bed.] 

 

[You've received bonus Completion Rewards for completing the quest in less than 2 Days!] 

 

[You Received The Following Completion Rewards: [1000000 EXP] [500000 Shared EXP] [Blazing Fire 

Dragon Flower (B Grade)] x8 [Ancient Volcanic Dragon Flower (A++ Grade)] x12 [Ancient True Red 

Dragon Blood Bottle (A Grade)] x1] 

 

What the heck with that quest description…? 

 

[Naturia] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 

[Ignatius] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 

[Beelzebub] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 

[Curse] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 

[Furoh] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 



[Glutton] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 

[Sapphire] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!] 

 

[Scarlet] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 4!]ραпdαs `n?ν?| сom 

 

[Nephilim] Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 2!] 

 

Oh, everyone leveled up! I guess that 500k shared exp reward was really nice. Even Nephilim was finally 

able to finally get herself two levels, though seeing how she finally got two out of the enormous quantity 

of EXP, she'll be leveling up very slowly. 

 

Her rank is already very high and she's already very strong, so no wonder… Well, it still nice she can still 

level up and grow even stronger. 

 

FLASH! 

 

A faint golden aura encompassed her body, as she felt the sensation of leveling up. 

 

"Ah, this faint aura… Is this leveling up? Amazing…" Nephilim whispered to me. "I feel like my entire 

being was slightly improved, remade anew, even." 

 

"Yep, it is something you'll get used to, it's a nice sensation, especially when you gain levels by just doing 

nothing." Laughed Ignatius. 

 

"Level up! Level up!" Naturia celebrated. 

 

"I am just a few more steps from reaching my next form, which HOPEFULLY, will not be an horrendous 

butterfly." Said Beelzebub. 

 

"I hope you become a fairy." Said Alice while giggling. 



 

"S-Shut the hell up!!!" Beelzebub cried in embarrassment. 

 

"Isn't this a fitting punishment for being an evil demon lord in the past?" Laughed Ignatius. 

 

"Sylphy please don't let that happen… I implore of you." Beelzebub cried. 

 

"Don't worry, I promised you I would make you the new King of Demons and I am not going back in my 

word. That means becoming very strong! So whatever the form is, I'll pick the strongest." I smiled back 

at him. 

 

"T-That's… I don't know if that's reassuring or not…" Beelzebub sighed, feeling rather down. 

 

"Don't worry there are fairy males out there, so it is not impossible for you to become one." I said with a 

smile. 

 

"Stop already!!!" Beelzebub cried. 

 

"Heheh, you're such a tease with him sometimes." Alice sighed. "Now, Sylphy, have you thought about 

your next System-possessing weapon?" 

 

"Already with another? Don't you need to rest a bit more?" I wondered. 

 

"I am actually fine now. When you grow stronger, I also do. The System improves as you do too." Alice 

said. "Now I feel more energetic and… Haven't you noticed? I am bigger!" 

 

Indeed, Alice looked bigger now and wasn't just a tiny sphere of golden light. In fact, she had the faint 

silhouette of a little girl, or a fairy of some sort. But she was so bright it was hard to tell. 

 

"I did, it seems you've gotten plenty stronger as well, nicely done." I congratulated her. 

 



"Would you look at that?" Suddenly, Celeste pointed at the distance, where Saphaley was gifting 

something to Elphiette in front of the gates to our residence… 

 

"E-Elphiette, I made this… for you." Saphaley said. 

 

"Saphaley… this is…?" Elphiette seemed surprised, and her appearance showed she was rather deeply 

touched by the gift. 

 

 

Chapter 698 Saphaley And Elphiette 

 

 

 

 

Right in front of us, we found a rather endearing scene. Saphaley was gifting a few things to Elphiette, 

while being slightly nervous. I can't believe this old elf was even blushing like a little boy. He must really 

be unexperienced in these kind of things… 

 

"E-Elphiette, I made this… for you." Saphaley said. 

 

"Saphaley… this is…?" Elphiette seemed surprised, and her appearance showed she was rather deeply 

touched by the gift. 

 

She looked at the gifts carefully. A beautiful necklace made out of colorful magical wood chips, fangs 

from monsters Saphaley hunted, and also a beautiful green jewel. 

 

"This is a necklace I crafted for you, it has seven different types of magic woods, and on its center, 

there's a Wind Spirit Stone of high quality I found long ago…" Saphaley said. "Do you remember the time 

when we explored the Windy Woods when we were younger?" 

 

"T-That place? You remember it?" Elphiette felt surprised. "You mean… You remember that time when 

we went off into these woods?" 



 

"Yeah, that time… I grabbed a big piece of Wind Spirit Stone, I had intended to gift it to you but… I never 

was able to." Saphaley said with an innocent giggle. "So there you go, I know your birthday has already 

gone by but I just wanted to give you something nice." 

 

"I… Thank you." Elphiette felt touched. "I can tell you've made it; it is a bit rough around the edges, 

hehe." 

 

"And this." Saphaley quickly gifted Elphiette the last gift. 

 

It was a beautiful and rather big wooden figure showing two young elven children sitting over the grass, 

resting their backs behind a large tree. It was honestly so pretty and detailed it was incredible. It felt like 

something straight out of reality. 

 

"Is this… both of us?" Elphiette was shocked. 

 

"Yeah, haha. This is me and this is you." Saphaley said. "I made us in front of that big tree we used to 

frequent." 

 

"Saphaley…" Elphiette sighed, her often expressionless and calm demeanor changed, as she smiled 

sweetly. "But why? Why did you made these things out of nowhere? It isn't even my birthday yet…" 

 

"I… wanted to apologize. For being rude with you before and also for not going to that date…" Saphaley 

said. "I'm really sorry, Elphiette. You're… You're someone really precious and important to me. I've been 

an idiot for not realizing it sooner." 

 

"E-Eh? W-What are you on about?" Elphiette suddenly got as red as a tomato. "But… W-Well, I'll accept 

them as a proper apology gift." 

 

She seemed content with her gifts, smiling happily, even. 

 

"Then uh… Want to go on a date? Tonight, maybe?" Saphaley asked. 



 

The blonde beauty of Elphiette felt surprised, her long ears moved around a bit, growing redder. 

 

"I-If you really want to… I wouldn't mind it." Elphiette agreed very quickly. "But don't get drunk, okay? I 

want you to… To listen to me and…" 

 

"Yeah, I will." Saphaley nodded. "I'll give you all the attention you want, and I'll spoil you." 

 

"W-What has gotten into you? You're acting a bit suspicious…" Elphiette said. "Do you like me or 

something now?" 

 

"Well, maybe." Saphaley giggled. 

 

"E-Ehh?!" Elphiette was shocked, yet even redder than before. "T-That's… how can you say it so out of 

nowhere, that's… T-That's… Fweeehhh…" 

 

BAM! 

 

And then, Elphiette almost fell unconscious right there. She was hyperventilating too much. I can't 

believe she would get so embarrassed. I guess she was also quite happy, but the embarrassment ate her 

away. 

 

"Elphiette?! Hey, hang in there!" Saphaley cried, holding her on his arms. 

 

"Saphaley… idiot… Idiot…" Elphiette began muttering while feeling slightly feverish. 

 

"Saphaley, Elphiette!" I quickly ran to see the two of them, my friends tagging along alongside my little 

brother. 

 

"Ah, young lady! Something happened to Elphiette!" Saphaley was surprised. 

 



"Naturia!" I called Naturia, as I channeled her powers. "[Yggdrasil's Healing Sap]!" 

 

FLAAASH! 

 

A small drop of golden sap coming from Naturia's body reached Elphiette's body, slowly healing her 

current state. She got better and sighed in relief. 

 

"Hahhh… M-My apologies young lady." She sighed. 

 

"Nah, it's fine." I shrugged. "Though what happened here?" 

 

"Yeah, what happened here?" Mist asked. 

 

"You two were talking all willy-nilly." Zack said with a teasing smirk. 

 

"And then she fell off all embarrassed." Aquarina giggled. 

 

"T-THAT'S…!" Elphiette panicked a bit. "I… I just got a bit overwhelmed…" 

 

Saphaley lowered his head before Elphiette and asked for forgiveness. 

 

"I am really sorry…" 

 

"Ah, no, it's fine… I was just… very happy." 

 

"Y-You were?" 

 

"Yes… I kind of… like you too, Saphaley. Hearing you reciprocate my feelings so out of nowhere… made 

me panic a bit." 



 

"I-I see…" 

 

The two were feeling awkward together, but it was honestly way too cute. 

 

"Then I wish you guys the best in your date!" I said with a smile. "I'm going off with my friends to do 

some more tasks, bye-bye!" 

 

"Have fun in your date!" Mist said. 

 

"Make sure to not be so intense in bed." Celeste said. 

 

"W-What are you on about?!" Saphaley felt slightly surprised by Celeste's comment, but the half-

demoness just giggled mischievously as we made our way into the town. 

 

As everyone left into town, I stayed behind to tell the two something. 

 

"You have the rest of the day free, tell the other guards I said that." I said. "Have a nice date, you two! I 

hope the best." 

 

"Young lady…" Saphaley felt surprised. 

 

"Thank you." Elphiette said. 

 

"Alright now, bye-bye!" 

 

Like that, we made our way into Agartha and we quickly made a few turns here and there, arriving at 

the farmlands of the city, which were also protected by walls as they were within the city's interior. 

 



There's a special task here saying some annoying pests were eating away at the crops, so we need to 

quickly get that resolved. 

 

"Oh, young lady Sylphy?" A farmgirl of this area of the city greeted us. She was the one that left that 

task, and her name was Alicia, a red-haired elf girl with freckles and brown eyes. 

 

"Alicia, right? We've come here to resolve your Pest Problem." I said. 

 

 

Chapter 699 Freeing The Farms From Pests 

 

 

 

 

"Phew, I never thought that the young lady herself would come here to resolve our problem!" Alicia 

laughed loudly as she invited us to her house to have some tea. 

 

"I just want to help out the city as much as I can." I said. "My mother gave me a few tasks to complete so 

I have to do them even if I didn't wanted to- Ah, not like I don't want to, I am all willing, and for free too, 

so don't think of paying us." 

 

"Really?! Oh my, you're such an angel!" Alicia laughed. "Now, let me explain what's going on in here… It 

has been roughly over a week since they started showing up. They're big, ugly moles with star-shaped 

noses and big claws. They're big! Most of them are around three meters of height, and incredibly 

resilient, even my pop's sword techniques nor my sis' magic were able to take them down. They're 

probably around Tier 3 at least." 

 

"I see, any patterns you've found them do? Do you just think they might be living underground the 

crops?" I wondered. 

 

"There's no real pattern! They just come and eat everything and disappear, and when we regrow new 

crops using magic or items, they show up to eat them again! It is frustrating. At this point the city's food 

is going to begin shortening more and more." Sighed Alicia. 



 

"This problem seems way more important than our previous two tasks…" Said Celeste. "We should had 

done this earlier, Sylphy!" 

 

"Y-Yeah, I was just trying to go in order…" I sighed. "So anyways, let's get to it. I think I've figured out a 

way to bring them all out at once." 

 

Once we arrived at the fields, we were able to see them all completely destroyed. Barely any of the 

crops were looking fine, hundreds of meters of crops all destroyed. 

 

"T-This is really awful…" Zack sighed. 

 

"Well, can't we do something with magic?" Wondered Mist. 

 

"We've tried to regrow them quickly using magic but the crops were eaten so fast we gave up. We also 

don't have much Mana to regrow so many plants everywhere all around here…" Alicia said. 

 

I suppose normal people, even the strong elves of Agartha, didn't had as much Mana as to be capable of 

regrowing entire crops and stuff, for dozens of kilometers. If I didn't resolve this problem myself I can 

guess my mother would had come here and done it herself eventually. 

 

"Then what's the big plan?" Asked Celeste. 

 

"Just you wait." I said with a smile, channeling millions of units of Mana into my hands and then 

conjuring a simple Earth Attribute spell. 

 

"Tier 3 Earth Attribute Magic: [Seismic Wave]" 

 

TRUUUUUUUUMMMMMMMM….! 

 



An enormous wave of sound reached the ground, making the entire place tremble completely. The 

farmers all panicked, running away from the area while I continued pushing more and more waves, 

until… 

 

RUMBLE! 

 

The ground suddenly began opening all around us, dozens of enormous black-furred moles appeared 

one after the other. They were dozens- no, hundreds?! So many monsters were making their life in 

here! 

 

"GRUOOOHHHHHH!" 

 

These monsters were Tier 3 "Giant Moles" and were said to be "destroyer of crops" and one of the 

worst pests that a kingdom could ever have. I've read they have caused whole kingdoms to fall due to 

eating away all the crops, and usually… they come with a big boss. 

 

TRUUUUMMM…! 

 

A larger than the rest mole appeared. This one was over ten meters tall, and with sharp, metallic-like 

claws and a star-shaped nose. It had sharp, red eyes. 

 

"That must be their boss, a Tier 4 Giant Mole King." I analyzed. "Alright everyone, let's do what we do 

the best!" 

 

"Alright!" 

 

As we charged into battle, a new quest popped up. 

 

Ding! 

 

[A New [Special Quest] Has Been Generated: [Defeat the Giant Moles and slay their leader, the Giant 

Mole King!] 



 

[The reason behind the sudden loss of crops in the city is all due to these pesky Giant Moles that 

probably came from the outside through their underground tunnels! Quickly defeat them all and free 

the farmland from their pesky existences. Don't let your city starve!] 

 

[Completion Rewards: [500000 EXP] [250000 Shared EXP] [Spirit Tree Crystalized Sap (C Grade)] x4 

[Earth Spirit Essence Potion (C Grade)] x3 [???] x1] 

 

[Time Limit: 1 Hour] 

 

Oh, these are some brand new items I haven't seen before. I guess I should take them while I am at it. 

Everyone jumped into battle faster than I though. 

 

"RAAAAH! [Thunderous Tempest]!" Zack roared, swinging his two axes, which have been repaired and 

enchanted in the smithy as he unleashed slicing attacks that generated deadly windstorms and lightning 

attacks. 

 

CLAAAASH! CLAAAAASH! 

 

The moles were cut apart and electrocuted one after the other. He seemed slightly salty after losing to 

Aquarina in their sparring session so I guess he was letting out the frustration. 

 

"[Explosive Shining Arrows]!" Mist continued to improve her archery abilities and accuracy, pointing 

magic arrows made of her light element against the faraway moles and hitting their noses and mouths 

before the magic arrows were to explode, taking down a few by herself. 

 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

 

"Alright, let's make this quick! [Endless Night Swarm]!" Celeste laughed evilly, sitting over her flying 

demonic spear as if it were a flying broom and raising her arms, an endless swarm of thousands of giant 

bats made of her shadows emerged, swarming several Moles at once. 

 



"Time to try out my new abilities…" Aquarina smiled, as her arms, legs, and neck were suddenly covered 

in blue and silver dragon scales, and she grew a long and pointy spear-tipped blue-scaled dragon tail 

resembling that of a sea snake, it even had gills and fins. 

 

"[Sea Dragon Tail Trident]!" 

 

By combining her previously learned magics and techniques, she utilized her long Sea Dragon Tail as a 

trident, covering it in hardened ice and water and unleashing countless piercing attacks against her foes. 

The moles started falling into the ground one after the other incessantly. 

 

CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAAASH! 

 

Meanwhile, I jumped to fight the boss straight in, while my Aura started flickering around, transforming 

into a ferocious, blazing dragon. 

 

"[Yggdragon's Wrathful Tyrant Aura]!" 

 

 

Chapter 700 Annihilating All Pests 

 

 

 

 

My Beast Aura had evolved tremendously last night, to the point it acquired a brand new, overpowered 

Skill out of this amazingly high amount of power and density it held, the power of the Yggdragon's Aura. 

It had two different forms, the [Yggdragon's Wrathful Tyrant Aura], which didn't seem necessary right 

now, and the more ferocious and powerful… 

 

"[Yggdragon's Wrathful Tyrant Aura]!" 

 

FLUOOOOSH! 

 



My aura exploded in size, growing like a tremendous and ferocious blazing infernal dragon, glaring 

ferociously at the Tier 4 Giant Mole King. The moment I activated this Aura, all of my friends gained a 

blazing aura that enhanced their damage dealt as well. 

 

And that wasn't all, as small [Wrathful Dragon Spirits] began popping one after the other out of my own 

Aura, their size varied but they were from one meter big to four meters, of all varied sizes, they 

immediately started devastating the Giant Mole army while sacrificing themselves against the Giant 

Mole King. 

 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

 

It was as if I had my own army of dragons at my side, at any moment I needed them. Their attacks were 

strong and their coordination top notch as well. The Giant Mole King swung his gigantic metallic claws 

around, easily destroying them, but each time they died they exploded, dealing more and more damage. 

 

"GRUOOOHHH!" 

 

The Giant Mole King suddenly attempted to dig underground. Was it trying to escape? He's quite the 

coward! 

 

I flew directly towards it by shaping my Dragon Aura into two enormous Dragon Wings, and reached its 

tail quickly, grabbing it by it as I enchanted my body with my own Dragon Heart Abilities. 

 

My arms grew scales, my muscles and bones were fortified and reinforced into those of a dragon, and 

my nails became big and sharp black claws. Meanwhile, my Aura only flowed across my body even 

faster, forming two enormous draconic claws to grab into the mole with even more strength. 

 

"Where do you think you're going?!" 

 

FLAAAASH! 

 

"GRUUUUOOHHH…!" 

 



I lifted the giant beast into the air and threw it off into the ground once more. 

 

BAAAAMMMM! 

 

"GRRRRRHHH…!" 

 

The giant beast glanced towards me, as it saw me descending down into its head with Scarlet in my 

hands. A weak Tier 4 Monster such as this guy wasn't a big deal at all for me at this point. 

 

"[Blazing Dragon Blade Arts]: [Dragon Meteor]!" 

 

FLUOOOOOSH! 

 

My sword was suddenly engulfed on enormous quantities of infernal and draconic flames, swirling 

together into a massive amount of fire resembling a falling meteor, and then…! 

 

BOOOOOOOOMMMMMMM…! 

 

As my sword impacted the Giant Mole King, its entire body was roasted alive and its skull easily 

shattered into pieces, a shockwave of flames was unleashed into the skies, covering the blue skies red 

for a few seconds. 

 

BAAAM! 

 

The Mole King was dead, and it fell once more into the ground, this time to never move ever again. 

Meanwhile, my other Dragon Spirits had taken care of any other mole with the idea of running away, 

and my friends had mostly finished the rest. 

 

"W-Wha… Impressive…" Alicia felt so shocked alongside the other farmers that they were all sitting on 

the floor with faces filled with disbelief. 

 



"T-To think the delicate-looking young lady was this powerful!" 

 

"I guess we shouldn't determine a book by its cover…" 

 

"Impressive… T-This is truly the daughter of the heroes." 

 

And of course, the quest was completed easily. 

 

Ding! 

 

[You've Completed the [Special Quest]: [Defeat the Giant Moles and slay their leader, the Giant Mole 

King!] 

 

[Congratulations! Wasn't that easy? Slaying some monsters as flashy as possible made it quick and easy, 

but now… isn't the whole place burned up and looking even worse than before? Oops.] 

 

[You've Received Bonus Completion Rewards for completing the quest in less than 30 Minutes!] 

 

[You Received The Following Completion Rewards: [1000000 EXP] [500000 Shared EXP] [Spirit Tree 

Crystalized Sap (B Grade)] x8 [Earth Spirit Essence Potion (B Grade)] x6 [Mole King's Soul Sphere (B 

Grade)] x1] 

 

[You've slain the [Giant Mole King (Tier 4: Rank 1)] x1!] 

 

[You and Your Party have slain the [Giant Moles (Tier 3: Rank 3)] x43!] 

 

[You earned a total of 1275000 EXP!] 

 

[Your Familiars received a large quantity of EXP!] 

 



[Naturia] [Ignatius] [Beelzebub] [Curse] [Furoh] [Glutton] [Sapphire] and [Scarlet] Levels have increased 

from Level 4 to Level 7!] 

 

[Nephilim] Level has increased from Level 2 to Level 3!] 

 

Damn everyone leveled up as well and… what the hell are these insane rewards? And what's even a 

"Mole King's Soul Sphere"? Is it literally the whole soul of the Mole King and not just the part of its soul I 

got from the EXP? I wonder… 

 

"Young Lady, that was amazing!" Alicia ran to my side, amazed by our strength. "And all of your friends 

too! T-Thank you so much for freeing us from those damn moles…" 

 

"Though, now that I think about it, what do we do? The entire place is burned to a crisp…" 

 

"Y-Yeah… 

 

"Maybe we should just clean up first and then think about regrowing later." 

 

"Indeed." 

 

Although we beat the Moles, now what we needed to do was to repair the entire land and make the 

crops grow quickly before grandmother were to come. 

 

Ding! 

 

[A New [Special Quest] Has Been Generated: [Heal the Farmland And Make All Crops Regrow Anew!] 

 

[Now that you've finished off the root of the problem, its time to heal the land and use your amazing 

abilities as a [Farmer] to help regrow the entire farmland and the crops lost, which would had feed 

thousands of people living in Agartha! It all depends on you and your friends now!] 

 



[Completion Rewards: [250000 EXP] [125000 Shared EXP] [Spirit Tree Crystalized Branch (C Grade)] x2 

[Earth Spirit Essence Potion (C Grade)] x2 [Divine Farmer's Elixir (B Grade)] x1 [???] x1] 

 

[Time Limit: 24 Hours.] 

 

"Alright then, everyone, time to get moving! Let's use our magic to clean the farmlands and make the 

crops regrow!" I commanded. 

 

I NEED that weird Divine Farmer Elixir and see what the heck it does! 

 

 

 


